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… and now for something completely different …
Announcing the ASGE GI Histology/Pathology Benchmark for fiscal 2013
The Challenge

- Rapid adoption of in-house histology/pathology operations
- Heavy reliance upon consultants
- Not a great deal of in-house expertise in terms of efficiency
- “Norms” unclear
- Considerable growth still available
Histology Micro - Study

- 5 GI single specialty groups
- As few as 3 to over 20 physicians “feeding” the operation.
- Generating from 8,000 to over 19,000 88305’s
- 4 groups generating 88305, 88312, and 88313
- While 1 group generated only 88305 and 88312 but no 88313
- 1 of 4 employed a GI pathologist on staff
- 2 of 5 started their operation with some refurbished equipment
Histology Micro - Study

88305 per FTE

Group A: 6,807.20
Group B: 7,903.50
Group C: 4,161.50
Group D: 8,450.00
Group E: 3,887.60
Histology Micro - Study

Raw Labor per 88305

- Group A: $8.58
- Group B: $6.71
- Group C: $16.32
- Group D: $8.25
- Group E: $11.09
Histology Micro - Study

Supply Cost per CPT

- Group A: $1.10
- Group B: $2.55
- Group C: $2.16
- Group D: $1.27
- Group E: $5.26
Histology Micro - Study

Survey should be open for participants soon.

Please participate, when survey is available.
ASGE Endoscopic Operations Trends

First case of the day is starting earlier

- In 2008 most frequent start time was 8:00 am
- In the 2012/2013 data = 7:00 am 1\textsuperscript{st} and 7:30 am 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- There were more 6:00 am and 6:30 am cases than 8:00 am

... but there is hope for physicians who need their sleep as
Kazakhstan starts at 9:00 am and Kiev starts at 9:30 am
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Endo Days are Getting Longer

• In 2008, most frequent “day” was 8:00 am until 03:30 pm
• 3:00 pm to 3:30 pm is still the most frequent last case
• Those units starting prior to 7:00 am have their last case between 1:30 pm and 2:30 pm
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Is Flex Sig Disappearing as a Procedure?

• For respondents providing annual 2012 data, 82% indicated they performed no flexible sigmoidoscopies during that period.

• For respondents providing annual 2013 data, 87% indicated they performed no flexible sigmoidoscopies during the period.

• No hospital units reported flex sigs, 1 medical school did, 1 office operation did, a small minority of ASCs did.
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Decline of “Conscious Sedation” only ...

• For respondents providing annual 2012 data, 30% reported that their unit did not offer deep sedation.

• For respondents providing annual 2013 data, 23% reported that their unit did not offer deep sedation.
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Key Indicator of Profitability

Encounters per Room per per Day

- Average EpRpD for 2013 respondents = 11.05
- Average EpRpD for 2014 = 9.7
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In Room Staffing

- All hospitals reported staffing a room with at least 3 staff.
  - Typically – CRNA, RN, and a tech.

- Office Operations were most likely to staff with a single RN.

- In ASCs, when a CRNA was present, the most recent data shows that 62% of the time an RN was also present (38% of the time the RN was replaced with a tech.).
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Clinical Labor as a % of Total Expense

CLINICAL LABOR AS % OF TOTAL EXPENSE

- 2008: 35.60%
- 2009: 35.60%
- 2010: 42.50%
- 2011: 38.10%
- 2012: 37.10%
- 2013: 37.57%
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Commercial Insurance as a Component of Total Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>51% to 75%</th>
<th>&gt; 75%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 50%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 75%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Have recent Medicare changes led to modification in your scheduling process?

2012 = Yes 3.4%
2013 = Yes 5.9%
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In-house Histology or Pathology

After removing hospital and medical school participants, those ASC and office participants with in-house histology or pathology for 2012 and/or for 2013 represented less than 31%
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Adoption of EMRs in the ASC

• 34.5% of 2012 participants had deployed an electronic medical record in their ASC

• 47.1% of 2013 participants had deployed an electronic medical record in their ASC
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Participation in a registry?

- 13.8% of 2012 participants participate in a registry
- 8.8% of 2013 participants participate in a registry
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Homework

Most unit’s cost curve is unsustainable. You must find ways to change some component of your cost.

Typically your largest cost is clinical labor, with the cost of equipment (primarily endoscopes) coming second.
Homework

Review your labor mix.

The best method is to review the work required in an endoscopic unit and then match licensed staff to those work components that require licensure. For all other work, seek non-licensed staff when appropriate.
Homework

Review how you schedule patients.

Disconnect your scheduling process from a prediction of how long a procedure takes and focus on having a patient ready for the physician.
Homework

• Your two largest costs (clinical labor and equipment) are fixed over an 8-hour period. The only way to reduce average cost per case is to do more EpRpD.

• Encounters per Room per Day
• Average EpRpD for 2013 respondents = 11.05
• Average EpRpD for 2014 = 9.7

Seek increased throughput.
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Homework

Think about starting 30 minutes earlier.

1 additional case per room is typically 253 additional cases per year for each room.
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Homework

If you have multiple rooms, consider staggering starts.

If all your rooms start at the same time, they typically empty to recovery at roughly the same time. Peak and trough activity makes it seem to your recovery team that they are busier than they are.
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Homework
Consider adding Histology/Pathology Services

Just as the ASC provides greater control over the quality of the operation, the control over the quality of the histology/pathology service and the ability to prioritize cases of concern is the primary reason to bring these services in-house.
Homework

Consider participation in a registry

Prepare for transparency in terms of quality. The best method of competing against surgeons and primary care physicians performing endoscopy is to track and publish your own quality metrics.
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Thank You!
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